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Operating Instructions
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General
This module is a converter from RS232 (Standard COM-port in the PC) to RS422 or RS485
(switchable) without  galvanic  isolation.  The  main  application  is  the  possibility  of
communicating with RS422- and RS485 peripherals via the serial standard interface (RS232) of
PCs.  Apart  from  this,  RS485  bus  operation  is  possible  as  well  (by  software  protocol).
However, observe that the devices involved have no essential potential differences. Otherwise
(e.g. when wired in large halls or between different buildings),  always provide for (larger and
more expensive) interfaces with galvanic isolation,  since otherwise the modules and connected
devices may be damaged. In this case, taskit GmbH cannot assume any liability!

High flexibility  at  simple  handling  and  configuration  for  different  operating  situations  are
essential features. This module has a 9-pin D-sub socket on the RS232-side, which can be
plugged, e.g., right on the RS-232- (COM port) plug of a PC. On the RS422/RS485-side, there
is a 9-pin D-sub plug. The sketch (schema 1) shows the pin assignment or use.

The integrated 4-fold DIL switch permits separate switching of the termination resistors for any data
channel,  switching  between  RS422  and  RS485  mode  and  activating  a  special  "Master-Control-
Signal"  (MCS) for  the  RS485  bus  mode. With  this  feature  (not  included  in  the  RS485
specifications) ("Master-Control-Signal"), e.g. a power management controlled by the master unit (in
RS485 mode) or simply a shorter time to reaction of the SLAVEs is possible.
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In the initial configuration (delivery condition), the DIL-switch is set so that the module works in
RS422-mode and only the input is terminated.

If any other operating mode is desired, the housing must be opened (carefully) for access to the DIL-
switch. It  is located on the top of the PCB and easy to recognise.  The individual switches are
numbered from "1" to "4" and the "ON"-position is marked. The individual meanings are evident
from the following table:

SW OFF ON
RS 422 mode RS 485 mode

2 MCS (in RS 485 mode) inactive MCS (in RS 485 mode) active
3 RxD 1 MCS - termination inactive RxD 1 MCS - termination active
4 TxD 1 DATA - termination inactive TxD 1 DATA - termination active

Usually, the TxD-lines in RS422-mode remain un-terminated.

In  RS485-mode (semi-duplex via  TXD+/TXD-, see  schema 1),  the  -RTS signal of  the  RS232-
interface is used to control the data direction. This means that while -RTS is inactive, the adapter
works  as  a  receiver  and when -RTS is  activated  it  becomes a  transmitter. From revision V2.01
onwards (version date 20 June 2005), the adapter always acts as receiver when the connection pin of
-RTS at the D-sub socket remains unconnected.

Voltage supply
The voltage supply is possible in different manners. Settings are not needed for this.

1. In the simplest case, the module configured as RS422 (standard at delivery) can simply be
plugged onto the COM port for 'peer-to-peer' operation. It will then receive its supply voltage
from the  handshake-lines -RTS and -DTR  – which must  be  switched ACTIVE for  this
(control bits in the UART set) – if  they can supply at  least  10mA per output, which is
usually not a problem in desktop PCs. Two PCs equipped in this manner may be connected,
e.g., via a common null-modem cable. This, however, may be considerably longer than in
RS232-mode, since it is operated with RS422. RS485-mode is, however, not possible like
this. For laptops, the RS232-interfaces (COM-ports) may be a little too weak, so that the
levels on the handshake lines (-RTS and -DTR) are too low for a stable supply. This will lead
to unstable output signals. In this case, it can help to reactivate the input termination on the
respective  counter-point, which  will  limit  the  permitted  line  length  to  20  -  30  metres,
depending on quality.

2. Many HOST devices with RS232-interface offer (usually optionally) the option of supplying
connected peripherals with +5 Volt via pin 9 of the Sub-D socket. This also applies, e.g., to
almost all  taskit computer models. If this voltage is present, it will automatically be used by
the module. With this version, as well as the one described below, RS485-mode is possible as
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well.

3. Another option is to supply the RS422/RS485-side with an external supply voltage between
+7Volt (min. +5 Volt) and +15Volt. This may then be used by all participants, even if it is
only supplied in one location (e.g. at the master), provided that the wires required for this are
present in the line – no matter if in the RS422 "peer-to-peer"-mode or in the RS485-bus
mode. The voltage source that can be used for this does not need to be stabilised, but should
not be below +5 Volt subject to the load occurring in practice.

Technical Data

Design slim adapter housing D-Sub9(f) to D-Sub9(m)

Power consumption

Supply via RS232 (-RTS, -DTR) approx. 20mA

Supply via RS232 (PIN9) max. 55mA (RS485-mode with termination)

Supply +12V (RS422, RS485)

at activated termination

max. 35mA pro module

Connection RS232 RxD/TxD, -DTR/-DSR (opt. VIN for  RS422-

mode),  -RTS (opt. VIN for  RS422,  direction
switch for  RS485),  -CTS (receiver  for  the opt.
MCS), -RI (opt. VCC +5V1max. +6.5V)

Connection RS422, RS485 +/-TxD (RS422) or +/-DATA(RS485),

+/-RxD (RS422) or MCS (RS485 opt.)

Voltage span (TxD) unloaded (without termination) approx. 4.7V,

with termination (110 Ohm) to transmitter and

receiver: approx. 2.2V

Speed max. 120 kbit/s

Temperature range (in operation) -20°C … +70°C (without housing up to +85°C)

Size (L  W  H) 62 x 32 x 16 millimetres
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